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ABOUT RUVATI

Ruvati elevates the standard for style and performance 
by crafting a unique selection of quality sinks and 
faucets that evoke the classic beauty and sophisti-
cated elegance of Italian design. Each component is 
carefully chosen and exhaustively tested to offer the 
utmost in functionality and reliability. All of our sinks 
and faucets are manufactured using the highest 
gauge steel available to ensure long-lasting durability. 
This results in a collection of flawless products that 
are not only stunning to behold, but also built to last 
for decades. 

For more information visit ruvati.com

THE GREAT DIVIDE
New Perfect Divide sink from Ruvati offers exceptional versatility.

Ruvati finds common ground in the great single-vs-double bowl sink debate with its new Perfect Divide 
(model RHV8059) kitchen sink. Proponents of the single bowl kitchen sink love its easy maintenance 

and roomy dimensions that can handle large pots and pans with ease, while double  
bowl fans enjoy its versatility and water-saving design. Now consumers can have the 
best of both worlds!

The Ruvati design team solved this ongoing dilemma with innovative engineering. The 
solution is a double bowl sink with a low and wide platform as a divider. Because the divide 
is low, it brings a sense of spaciousness and ease to the sink, but it still performs as a 
double bowl when the need arises. The divider itself is lightly textured and gives an extra 
layer of utility to the sink, creating the perfect no-slip platform to place your pasta pot while 

filling with water. The overall look of the sink is sleek and modern, with a streamlined design that is visually 
appealing and has the capacity to handle the vigorous demands of today’s busy kitchens. 

Available as part of Rivati’s popular Tirana Collection, the RHV8059 is constructed of 16 gauge stainless 
steel with heavy duty soundguard padding and undercoating to provide thermal insulation and muffle the 
clinking of cutlery and dishes. Rear drain placements ensure dishes left in the sink do not rest on the 
drain and prevent water flow, while a slanted bottom and drain grooves channel water towards the drain, 
keeping the sink clean and dry. This exceptional sink is generously sized, measuring 33" x 22" with a 10" 
bowl depth. A luxurious artisan grade satin finish adds beauty and durability, and zero radius sharp inside 
corners give a resolutely modern look.

For more information about the new RVH8059 Perfect-Divide sink, visit ruvati.com.
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